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Abstract
Medical Image Processing and its applications in Computer 
Assisted Diagnoses (CAD) and therapy (e.g. Computer Assisted 
Surgery – CAS) are of increasing importance in modern medicine. 
The most common degradations in medical images is their 
poor contrast quality. Medical Image Enhancement is the art 
of examining images for identifying objects and judging their 
significance. The proposed paper uses the concept of Genetic 
Algorithm which was proved to be the most powerful unbiased 
Optimisation techniques for sampling a large solution space. 
Because of unbiased stochastic sampling, they can be quickly 
adapted in medical image processing. They can be applied for the 
medical image enhancement, segmentation, feature extraction, 
classification and image generation. In this paper, we deal with 
medical image enhancement using Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
and the Morphological filter to sharpen the detected edges thus 
improving the contrast of the image. 
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I. Introduction
Medical image processing is a hard task in hand. Most of the 
medical images (X-Ray, CT, and MRI) have very low contrast 
and the challenge is to sharpen them. The effort on medical 
Image enhancement has been focused mostly to improve visual 
perception of images that are unclear because of blur. Edges are the 
representations of the discontinuities of image intensity functions. 
For processing these discontinuities in an image a good edge 
enhancement technique is essential [14] reduces complexity and 
makes the images look sharper than they really are.
In the previous papers developed a new approach to edge 
enhancement i.e. the edge enhancement with the help of 
smoothening filters which results in low complexity. 
Here we developed a new filter known as Enhanced filter which 
takes the optimal sequence of smoothening filters. This Enhanced 
filter is implemented using genetic algorithm [3-4] which takes 
the different combinations of sequence of smoothening filters. In 
this paper we also compare the performance and robust stability 
of the proposed filter are compared to linear filters and nonlinear 
filters theoretically and experimentally.

II. Methods for Image Edge Enhancement

A. Image Edge Enhancement
Edges are basic features of an image, which carry valuable 
information, useful in image analysis object classification. 
Therefore edge enhancement has been topic of fruitful research 
in recent years. There are various approaches to the problem, based 
on the different philosophies. They even use different definitions of 
the term “edge”, different criteria for detection and they produce 
completely different techniques. The following are some of the 

edge detection techniques. Laplacian operator, Sobel operator, 
Homogeneity operator, Robert’s operator [6].

B. Smoothening Filters

1. Mean Filter
Mean filter is also termed as the average filter [1-2]. It is the 
simplest of all the smoothening operations. Here the intensities 
at the pixel positions of the kernel are averaged and the resulting 
intensity is kept at the center pixel. So the image which is sharp 
now becomes blurred and smoothening takes place. The highest 
frequency noise is eliminated. The mean filter is used in the 
elimination of sharp transitions in intensity.

2. Median Filter
The median filter replaces the pixel at the center of the mask by 
the median of all the pixel values in the mask [1-2]. The pixels in 
the mask are sorted first. And the middle value in sorted array is 
considered as the median. The blurring effect of the median filter 
is less than the averaging filter as can be clearly observed. Also 
clearly visible is that median filter preserves edge sharpness. Only 
disadvantage is that they take significantly more time to apply.

3. Mode Filter 
The mode filter replaces the pixel at the center of the mask by the 
mode of all the pixel values in the mask [1-2]. The mode value is 
nothing but the maximally repeated value in the mask.

4. Circular Filter
In this filter, we will convolute the image the mask provided [1-2]. 
This filter is slightly different from the mean filter. The filter is 
shown below

         Circular Filter Mask

5. Triangular Filter
In this, the output image is based on a local averaging of the input 
filter, where the values with in the filter support have differing 
weights. In general, the filter can be seen as the convolution of 
two identical uniform filters either mean or circular and this has 
the direct consequence for computational complexity. Transfer 
functions of these filters do not have the negative values and hence 
it will not exhibit the phase reversal. There are two filters of this 
kind, namely Pyramidal filter and Cone filter. The convolution 
masks for these are shown below [1-2].
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 Pyramidal Filter Mask Cone Filter Mask

C. Implementation of Enhanced Filter using Genetic 
Algorithm

1. Enhanced Filter
Enhanced filter is defined as the filter consists of series of existing 
filters (smoothening filters) to optimize the existing filters [11]. 
This Enhanced filter can efficiently remove large amounts of 
mixed Gaussian and impulsive noise while preserving the image 
details. In this approach Enhanced filter is taken as combination 
of smoothening filters (for e.g. 1-2-3-4-5-6 i.e. suppose 1-mean,2-
median,3-mode,4-circular,5-pyramidal,6-cone.The output of mean 
filter is taken as input for median filter and the output of median 
filter is given as next filter and so on.).For this Enhanced filter 
we will get optimal threshold values using clustering algorithm 
[12, 15].

2. Genetic Algorithm
The best optimal Enhanced filter is chosen with the help of Genetic 
Algorithm [3]. Genetic Algorithms are based on natural selection 
discovered by Charles Darwin. They employ natural selection of 
fittest individuals as Optimisation problem solver. Optimisation is 
performed through natural exchange of genetic material between 
parents. Offspring’s are formed from parent genes. Fitness of 
Offspring’s is evaluated. The fittest individuals are allowed to 
breed only. In computer world selection is done by fitness function. 
Matching of parents is represented by cross-over and mutation 
operations [3, 10].

Fig. 1: Process of Genetic Algorithm [2]

A simple GA (fig. 1) consists of five steps 
(i). Start with a randomly generated population of N chromosomes, 
where, N is the size of population, l – length of chromosome x.

(ii). Calculate the fitness value of function F(x) of each chromosome 
x in the population.
(iii). Repeat until N Off springs is created:
(a). Probabilistically select a pair of chromosomes from current 
population using value of fitness function.
(b). Produce off springs using crossover and mutation 
operators.
(iv). Replace current population with newly created one.
(v). Go to step 2.

(i). Initialization of Random Population
We represent image as a matrix of pixel values. Here we represent 
the random population with the set of optimal magnitudes obtained 
for these Enhanced filter combinations. First optimal magnitudes 
of the image are obtained by using Adaptive Thresholding With 
Foreground And Background Clustering algorithm [16].

(a) Adaptive Threshold with Foreground and Background 
Clustering Algorithm
In the Foreground and Background Clustering (FBC) approach to 
document image binarization, each pixel is assigned to a foreground 
cluster or a background cluster. Pixel clustering is based on a 
variant of the K-means algorithm due to McQueen, where the 
cluster means are updated each time a data point is assigned to 
a cluster. Since only one background and one foreground are 
assumed, K=2, i.e. only two clusters are considered, which makes 
the overall implementation easier. 

1. Region Selection
Divide the document into all inclusive mutually exclusive sub 
regions. Select the document sub region for which the threshold 
will be computed, and a region containing the sub region that 
will be used to determine the threshold sub region. For example, 
the region may consist of N contiguous scan lines, where the sub 
region is the center M scan lines, with M<N.

2. Initialization
Initialize the background cluster mean and the foreground cluster 
mean to be the same as computed for the previous sub region. If 
there is no previous sub region, set the two initial cluster means 
with a large separation between them. For each pixel inside the 
region, iterate between steps 3 and 4:

3. Pixel Assignment
Assign each pixel to the nearest cluster. 

4. Cluster Mean Update
After each new pixel assignment update the relevant cluster 
mean. 

5. Threshold Calculation
After all pixels in the region have been assigned, set the threshold 
for the sub region equal to the average of the foreground and 
background cluster means.
After obtaining the optimal magnitude of the image we take the 
random population with the magnitudes of different combinations 
which are closer to the obtained optimal magnitude.

(ii). Evaluation of fitness
An individual fitness is measured by the sum of intensities of edges 
in an enhanced image, because a gray image with a visual good 
contrast includes many intensive edges [4]. The sum of intensities 
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of edges E(k) included in the enhanced image is calculated by the 
following expression

 

 

 
The fitness of the individual n is obtained by the following 
expression.

Where, rand (xn) contains all Enhanced filter combinations optimal 
magnitudes.

(iii). Rule of Selection, Extinction and Multiplication
Rules of selection, extinction and multiplication of individuals in 
the genetic algorithm are described in this section. The number of 
individuals in the population is made G. Only individuals that have 
higher fitness are selected in the population, and they are survived 
to the next generation. On the other hand, individuals that have 
lower fitness are extinguished in the population because they do 
not have qualifications to survive to the next generation. Child 
individuals to the same number as the numbers of extinguished 
individuals are generated using gene information in survived 
individuals. Therefore, the number of individuals in the population 
is kept a constant in all generations [4, 8].

(iv). Reproduction
The next step is to generate a second generation population of 
solutions from those selected through operators: crossover (also 
called recombination), and/or mutation [7].

(a). Crossover
A parent-A and a parent-B are selected at random in the group of 
individuals that survive to the next generation [9]. And a child-
individual is generated by the two-point crossover using the 
chromosomes of the parent-A and the parent-B. The two point 
crossover is shown below:

Fig. 2: Two point crossover

(b). Mutation
The purpose of mutation in GAs is to allow the algorithm to 
avoid local minima by preventing the population of chromosomes 
from becoming too similar to each other, thus slowing or even 
stopping evolution.

3. Completion of Evolution
The population is evolved by the genetic algorithm using 
evolutionary rules described above. Random gene information 
is given to each individual in the first generation. The individual 
which has the best fitness is selected in the population in every 
generation. When the best fitness is kept a constant in ten 
generations, the genetic algorithm is completed [5].

IV. Experiments & Results
The Table 1, in the paper clearly explains how the Enhanced filter 
excellently enhances the images compared to the other filters.  Fig. 
2, explains that the Enhanced filter enhances the image edges than 
traditional Sobel filter efficiently which overcomes the limitation 
of the paper [2]. In the last section the image edges obtained using 
different filters is depicted.

A. Values Obtained Through Different Filters
Table 1: Observations of Different Images using Different 
Filters

Image Skull Original Image Noisy Image
Optimal Threshold 

Magnitude 
Using 
Adaptive 
Clustering

19982 30271 23727

Mean Filter 
Optimal 
Threshold 
Magnitude

18244 29620 26658

Median Filter 
Optimal 
Threshold 
Magnitude

12663 19065 22267

Mode Filter 
Optimal 
Threshold 
Magnitude

16301 17541 26229

Circular Filter 
Optimal 
Threshold 
Magnitude

15497 37998 24523

Pyramidal Filter 
Optimal 
Threshold 
Magnitude

17257 27951 21803

Cone Filter 
Optimal 
Threshold 
Magnitude

16775 23464 25693

Enhanced Filter 
Optimal 
Threshold 
Magnitude

19989 30280 23747

In the above Table 1, the comparison of each and every filter is 
done on the skull image. The values in the table are the optimal 
threshold magnitudes obtained using different filters. The first 
column magnitude shows the original magnitude of every image. 
This is compared after enhancing the image with particular filter. 
By the above values we can clearly say that  the differences 
between the original optimal magnitude and obtained magnitude 
using Enhanced filter is very less whereas the  differences between 
the original optimal magnitude and obtained magnitudes using 
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smoothening filters is high This clearly shows that Enhanced filter 
enhances the image edges very efficiently compared to smoothening 
filters which can be used for wide range of applications.

B. Enhanced Filter Enhances the Noisy Image very 
Efficiently when Compared to Smoothening Filters
The main use of a filter is to remove noise in an image .This 
is absolutely achieved with the help of Enhanced filter which 
removes most of the impulsive noise present in an image The 
images in fig. 5, shows the results of each and every filter after 
enhancing the edges. By detecting these we can clearly say that 
the Enhanced filter optimizes the trade-offs of smoothening filters 
and removes noise efficiently.

C. Enhanced Filter Proven to Overcome the Limitation 
of Sobel Filter and Spurious Edges

         

Original image Sobel filter optimized 
image

Enhanced filter optimized 
image

Fig. 3: Results of Skull Image Using Sobel and Enhanced 
Filters

Fig. 4 : Comparison of Sobel and Enhanced Filter

In the paper [2] the limitation that only Sobel filter enhances the 
images edges efficiently can be overcome by using Enhanced 
filter. Also with Sobel filter while enhancing the edges of images 
including real edges we also get spurious edges which are not 
present in the image. If we see fig. 4, using Sobel filter spurious 
edges are obtained which are not present in the image whereas 
Enhanced filter clearly enhances the image with only real edges. 
The above graph shows the comparison between Sobel filter and 
Enhanced filter.

D. Results of Different Images Using Different Filters
In the below observations the image skull, original image and 
noisy image (Bin Wang et al., 1993, original image corrupted by 
Gaussian noise with a mean of zero and a standard deviation (σ) 
of 8) are taken as references for our work.

Fig. 5: Results Using Different Filters. (Original, Mean, Median, 
Mode, Circular, Triangular, Sobel, Enhanced)

 
Original Image               Enhanced Image
Fig. 6:

V. Conclusion & Future Work
This paper  introduced  a  new  enhanced  filter  for   digital  
medical  images. In  the  proposed scheme,  the  Enhanced   filter  
succeeded   in  enhancing  low contrasted  medical  images  The  
visual  examples  shown  have  demonstrated  that  the  proposed  
method  was  significantly  better than many  other  well known  
filters  in  respect of edge and fine detail restoration. 
This approach provides better image quality compared to 
smoothening filters and also provides the best results for displaying 
the output image. This new method of Enhanced filter is compared 
against all the smoothening filters presented in the paper and the 
genetic algorithm is analyzed and implemented by Enhanced filter 
to improve the computation times considerably. 
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